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Commencement Speech 2016.  Theme:  Physics

I remember clearly the day I listened to my phone message in which Mr. Mennow told 
me that this year’s commencement theme was to be Physics.  There was almost a taunt in his 
voice like,  “Heh, heh.  Let’s see what the music guy does with this!”   I thought, physics! What 
do I do with that topic!

First, I thought about a line used by the USA Olympic Weightlifting association which 
says, “Weight lifting isn’t rocket science, but it is physics”  But then I thought back to my 
undergraduate days in music taking a class called the physics of sound.  Physics is a big part of 
music.

(read with increasing speed)  Brass instruments create different pitches based on the 
length of tubing used to amplify the basic vibration produced by the lips.  Using a system of 
three valves, the vibrating air is directed through different lengths of tubing to generate different 
pitches.  Each time the player wishes to lower the pitch by 1/2 step he must increase the working 
length of the instrument by approximately 6%.  The length of the tubing can be adjusted to tune 
perfectly for each valve but when valves are used in combination, there is inaccuracy for some of 
the pitches; therefore, some tubas have a fourth valve to be used instead of valves 1 & 3 to 
eliminate the sharpness caused by the too short length of valve 1&3.

(Pause)
So why am I talking about tubas and tubing length?  First of all, the people sitting behind 

me picked the physics theme, not me.  And secondly, Class of 2016, I thought that for one last 
time in your high school experience,  I would make you sit and listen to some irrelevant 
information you don’t want to hear. (laughter)

So what is it that you have learned at General McLane that will be irrelevant to your life?  
I’m sure many times in class you whined, “why do we have to learn this?”  But if I asked you 
now to tell me specifically what it is you learned that you won’t need, you probably couldn’t tell 
me, proving that you never really learned it in the first place, so why were your whining!?

That question of knowing what is relevant in your life is a question you think you know 
the answer to, but I assure you, you do not.  Each year when we honor Distinguished Alumni at 
our Lancer Legacy banquet we hear of the circuitous paths graduates take to success that find 
them somewhere they never planned to be, using skills and knowledge they never thought would 
apply.

But whatever it is you end up doing, whoever you end up being, whatever skills and 
knowledge you use that you thought you would never need, I know that you want what you do to 
matter.  You want to make a difference.  You want to leave the world better because you were 
here.

To drive home this point, I would like to quote the lyrics to a song sung by your 
classmate, Kyle Brace, at this year’s Broadway Dinner.   The song is called, I Was Here and is 
from the musical, Glorious Ones.

Why does a boy carve his name on a tree
Or the first born inherit the throne?
What is a sculptor aspiring to be
When he spends half his life carving stone?
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Kings built their tombs for the ages
Poets and fools fill up their pages
What are we hoping for?
What do we fear?

I say we yearn to leave something that lasts
And be known for what little we've done
Men tell their children the tales of their past
And each man gives his name to his son

Something in song or in story
Something in blood, something of glory
Something that won't fade away in a year

Well, I will not flicker, and die like an ember
Do many man flicker and die?
I will leave something behind to remember
Somehow I must, don't ask me why.

I have no sons, at least none I can claim
And no patience for carving in stone
All that I have are my skill and my name
And this chance to make both of them known

This is my key to the portal
How I can leave something immortal
Something that time cannot make disappear
Something to say 'I was here'

Class of 2016, whatever your skill and your name, use the opportunity to make them both 
known.  Leave something behind to remember. Be able to say, I was here.

Good luck and Congratulations, Class of 2016.
 


